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The Organization
the Root Apex

John G. Torrey
Lewis J. Feldman

and Function

of

Recent experimental studies on the root apex
provide new insight into ways in which plants are
organized for continued growth and development

One of the unique features in the de
velopment of the flowering plants is
their indeterminate growth?that
is,
their capacity to continue to grow
throughout the life of the plant. Sus
tained growth depends
the
upon
continued embryonic activity of the
terminal regions of the plant?the
apical meristems of the shoots and
roots. These
apical
regions show
continued cell divisions organized in
a precise way, with cells enlarging and
differentiating in ordered sequence
such that new tissues are formed in a
regular pattern. These processes of
at the apex proceed
development
more or less continuously throughout
the life of the plant in all or many of
its terminal apices.
unsolved
in
Important
problems
plant development concern how api
cal meristems are organized, how they
retain their embryonic nature, and
how they function to form new cells,
tissues, and organs. Most students of
plant form focus their attention on
cellular events?the
origin of cells by
cell division, the orientation of each
new cell division by the placement of
the cell plate which sets the position
for each new cell wall, and the pat
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temed cell enlargement and cytodif
ferentiation which follow. Unlike the
situation in animal morphogenesis,
where cells are motile and may move
during embryogenesis to achieve their
final tissue site, each new cell in a
developing plant tissue or organ is
laid down in its final position at the
time of cell division, with positional
limits set by the fixed and more or less
rigid cellulosic wall and its various
investments. Although we can de
scribe the structure of apices inmor
phological, cellular, and ultrastruc
tural terms, we know relatively little
about apical organization
in func
tional terms, in either the shoot or the
root.

on the
depending
it is attached for car
bohydrate supply, for both energy
and building materials for its devel
opment, and for the other growth
factors, such as vitamins, which are
also produced photosynthetically
in
the leaves and transported to the root.
Root apices can be excised and grown
in sterile nutrient culture in the dark,
where the isolated root will continue
to develop in a manner similar to the
root on the intact plant. A simple
nutrient solution that contains a
balanced mixture of inorganic salts,
comprising essential macronutrient
and micronutrient elements, a sugar
such as sucrose, and usually one or
more vitamins,
including at least
thiamin, will suffice to support the
continued operation of an isolated
root apex and thus development
of
the root.
heterotrophic,
shoot to which

Because the root apex is less complex
than the shoot apex, it offers some
advantages for studies attempting to
define the basic principles underlying
apical organization. The root apex is
a terminal structure. Unlike the shoot Within the isolated apex growing in
apex, which produces leaves within a
culture, nearly all the biosynthetic
few hundred micrometers of the api
machinery for development and sus
cal dome, root appendages, i.e. lateral
tained organization
is present and
functional. If hormones are involved
roots, originate millimeters or centi
meters proximal to (behind) the apex,
in the organized activities of the root
and thus their initiation does not
apex, such as cell division and en
complicate the structure of the apex
largement, they must be synthesized
itself. Usually
the structure of the
by the excised tip. That the root apex
mature tissues derived from the root
is autonomous
in controlling the de
is relatively simple. Cellular
apex
velopment of the root is evident from
differentiation occurs in a continuous
the fact that if the terminal half
acropetal pattern toward the root tip. millimeter of the root apex, including
A few basic cell types are produced in the root cap, is excised and placed in
a recognizable pattern easily analyzed
nutrient culture, it will continue to
in either longitudinal or transverse
form a normal root. The apex of the
section. While
the same
basically
seedling root growing attached to the
tissue systems and cell types are
shoot (and cotyledons) or excised and
formed in the root as in the stem de
growing in a synthetic nutrient me
rived from the shoot apex, the root is dium has been a useful system for
usually less complex structurally.
attempting to unravel the functional
aspects of apical meristem organiza
the root is typically
tion. As a three-dimensional structure
Furthermore,
as
it
does
of
relative simplicity, the root apex
nonphotosynthetic, growing
in a soil substrate. It is therefore
presents a model for studying mor

phogenesis. To try to understand the
nature of the apical organization that
gives rise to what we identify as a root
is a first step in the study of mor
phogenesis and may help in under
standing the more complex structure
of the shoot apex.

procambium
(centraicylinder)
plerome

Cellular basis for apical
organization
The basic structural features of the
root apex of monocotyledonous
or
dicotyledonous plants are most easily
in reference to a median
described
longitudinal section of the root tip
the
(Fig. 1), although understanding
root structure is a three-dimensional
in apical orga
problem. Variations
nization center on a few basic struc
tures. The apex is terminated by a
root cap whose
cells are formed
through the continuous division of
the root-cap initials, a layer of ac
tively dividing cells located subter
minally along the junction between
the root cap and the tissues of the root
proper. Cell progeny of this layer are
toward the tip of the root
displaced
and ultimately sloughed off.The root
cap serves a protective function as the
root tip grows into the soil.

groundmeristem

^(cortex)

periblem-dermatoge
complex

protoderm
(epidermis)
root-cap junction
peripheral rootcap
root-cap

initials

or calyptrogen

root-capcolumella

Figure

1. A median

longitudinal

section of the

arvensis
apex of a cultured root of Convolvulus
The apical meristem
of the root is
shows the major
(bindweed)
topographical
thus subterminal, i.e. proximal to the
regions. The sites of the histogens described by
root cap. In the roots of herbaceous
Hanstein
from cell re
(italics) were deduced
annuals and woody perennial plants,
cell division is frequently limited to
the terminal two or three millimeters
In the past, root apices have been
of the main axis and branch root tips.
studied through analyses of cell li
Thus interest lies in the organization
neages based on histological sections.
of this region ofmeristematic activity
Theories
of apical organization de
where the cells that form the root ac
rived from such analyses usually led
to the attribution of specific destinies
tually arise. In longitudinal section
the most striking feature of root api
to certain layers of cells. One of the
cal structure other than the root cap
most useful concepts was the histogen
is the arrangement
of longitudinal
theoryproposed byHanstein (1868)
files of cells, which, in a root apex like
and later elaborated
for roots by
Zea mays (corn), tend to converge at
Janczewski (1874), which provided a
an apical point at the center of the
terminology
widelyadopted by plant
anatomists well into the second half
root-cap initials or, in a root like
Pisum sativum
of this century. Inmany roots, such as
(pea), appear to be
continuous with rows of cells of the
those of Zea, histogens, or distinct
root cap (Fig. 2). The cells in these
layers of meristematic
cells, are
linear arrays show radial enlarge
in histological
clearly discernible
sections of the apex (see Fig. 1). The
ment, cell division, and longitudinal
elongation in a complex but coordi
layer of cells immediately distal to the
nated fashion that gives rise to a
root-cap
junction was termed by
Hanstein
the calyptrogen,
patterned and highly organized ma
i.e. the
ture tissue system composed
of a
layer of root-cap initials or the distal
number of differentiated cell types,
meristem.
The
layer immediately
whose patterned tissue arrangement
to this boundary
was
proximal
is most
in
termed the periblem-dermatogen
easily
distinguished
transverse section (Figs. 3 and 8),
complex and was viewed as giving rise
to the ground meristem, which forms
forming the columnar structure of the
mature primary root.
the cortex, and to the protoderm,

rather than from demonstrated
lationships
activities. The
terms in paren
physiological
theses are the mature tissues that develop from
the primary meristematic
layers indicated. X
140. (From O'Brien
and McCully
1969.)

which differentiates into the epider
mis of the root. The layer of cells just
basal to this complex was termed the
plerome?a
histogen giving rise to the
tissues of the central cylinder of the
root. This static analysis of root apical
on histology
based
organization
persisted through the mid-1950s and
is still employed
in some modern
studies
(e.g. Guttenberg
1960,

1964).

Sch?epp

(1917) pointed

out that, al

though longitudinal files of cells

might originate in the histogens at the
apex, the increased number of dis
crete longitudinal
files of cells in
wider, more proximal portions of the
root resulted from longitudinal or
"inverted-T"
divisions
in existing
files. Thus
divisions
longitudinal
to the root-cap junction
proximal
contribute to the increase in the di
ameter of the root behind the apex.
Following this line of reasoning, and
based on analyses of T-divisions in the
apex of Fagus, Clowes (1950) revised
1977 May-June
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presents in diagrammatic
current interpretation of the apical
of the root based on
organization
and physiological
evi
histological
'.f..'i. It emphasizes
dence.
three discrete :"17.:..'3
functional regions of the apex?the
distal meristem, the quiescent center,
and the proximal meristem. Evidence
favoring this view of apical organiza
tion is discussed below.
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Figure 2. One of the striking features of root
sections
longitudinal
apices visible inmedian
of the files
in the arrangement
is the variation
of cells. A. In a monocotyledonous
plant like
at the
Zea mays
(corn), the cells converge
in what is called
center of the distal meristem

a "closed"
B. Some dicotyle
type meristem.
sativum
donous plants such as Pisum
(pea)
in which the
have an "open"
type meristem,
cells of the meristem
appear to be continuous
with the rows of cells in the root cap. Both

che older view of the organization of
the apex. Clowes reasoned that the
population of cells located just prox
imal to the root-cap junction need
divide only infrequently, if at all, in
order for the root to continue to grow
its characteristic ar
and tomaintain
chitecture. The active initials of the
growing root were suggested to lie
along the periphery of the infre

root-cap

quently dividingpopulation of cells.
By supplying radioactively labeled

such as 3H-thy
precursors of DNA
midine to growing roots for a period
of time and then fixing the roots,
preparing longitudinal sections, and
Clowes
making
autoradiographs,

(1958, 1961) was able to show that

to the
located just proximal
divided
infre
root-cap
junction
had very long cell-cycle
quently?i.e.
times. Cells on the distal surface, the
cells

..K .

.:.

intense la

beling (Fig. 4) and had short cycle
times, as one would predict from an
atomical studies.

This

layerof rapidlydividing cells

the distal meri
may be designated
stem. What was unexpected was that

the population of slowly dividing

cells, what Clowes termed the quies
cent center, occurred
just where
Hanstein's histogens were believed to
have existed. Intensity of labeling
showed that the layer or layers of
initials giving rise to the root proper
were on the proximal periphery of the
center and
involved a
quiescent
number of cells that served as initials
for the longitudinal rows of cells in
the main axis of the root. This mer
istem is conveniently designated the
proximal meristem of the root apex
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transections
of root tips were
Figure 3. These
cut at the level in the procambium
where the
tissues is deter
pattern of primary vascular
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The QC is generally characterized by
negative criteria. Besides
incorpo
rating poorly the precursor bases of

DNA, cells of theQC show relatively

low rates of RNA and protein syn
on the species, the
thesis. Depending
average cycle time for cells in the QC
may vary from about 150 to over 500
hr, in contrast to the cycle times, for
example, in the root-cap initial cells
of about 12-13 hr (Zea, Clowes 1961;
and Torrey
Convolvulus,
Phillips
L

..
,

Defining theQC

diW7

qwwll
.:

The quiescent center (QC) has been
demonstrated by DNA precursor in
in
corporation and autoradiography
the growing roots of a large number of
different genera. Even in roots such
as Pisum with open-type apical or
ganization, the presence of a QC can
be demonstrated,
although it has a
shape somewhat more flattened than
biconvex
lens
the diagrammatic
in
roots
of
Zea.
It is
found
shaped QC
generally conceded that the QC is a
characteristic structure in elongating
in dormant
roots. It may disappear
roots or may arise de novo in roots
damaged by surgery, irradiation, or
other means that disrupt normal or
but when normal root
ganization,
the QC can be shown
resumes,
growth
to be present.

X90.

initials, showed

.Pea.
240. c, future
90.
A. Corn.
cortex; px, future protoxylem; mx, future me
taxylem; ph, future primary phloem.

mined.

"r

yy Torrey 1975).Figure 5
(Feldmanand

c..

1972) and the cells immediately

...[
to the QC, which average yu_
proximal
20-22
hr (Zea, Clowes 1965;
perhaps
and Torrey
Convolvulus,
Phillips

1972).AccordingtoClowes (1972) the

cells of the QC "have the lowest rate
of DNA synthesis, the lowest average
DNA
content, the lowest RNA per
cell, the smallest nucleoli with the
least RNA, the lowest rate of RNA
and protein synthesis, the fewest ri
bosomes per unit volume of cyto
the
plasm, the fewest mitochondria,
smallest Golgi bodies, and relatively
thick walls." The region of the QC in
seedling roots of Vicia faba shows
lowest respiratory rates as well as the
lowest protein nitrogen, soluble ni
trogen, and total carbohydrate per

.;..

'r,'

.'.,

cell

along

the

root

axis

1955).

(Jensen

At the ultrastructural
level it is ap
parent that the QC does not represent
a homogeneous
of inert
population
cells. Rather, it is clear th?t within the
a gradient radiates
cell population
outward from a more or less central
point. Cells toward the periphery of
the lens-shaped QC are more enlarged
than the central-most cells and show
some of the structural features that
intergrade into the meristematic cells

whichborderon theQC (Phillipsand

of
1974). Autoradiography
Torrey
sectioned material that has incorpo
over
rated radioactive
precursors
carefully timed periods shows that
there is also a gradient of activity,
such as DNA synthetic activity, which
is a reflection of graded cell-cycle
times, with the cells in the central
part of the QC showing the longest
cycles (Phillips and Torrey 1971a).
Thus, although we can specify the
limits of the QC at any
approximate
given time by the use of autoradi
ography, there exists within the QC
itself a gradient of activities and ex
pressions, and the limits of these ac
tivities are not always sharp and are
not fixed.

origin of the QC during normal
ontogeny has been studied in detail in
the roots of only a few species. Re
of this
ports noting the development
of quiescent
cells have
population

Figure 4. To determine cell-division times, corn
roots were exposed for 12 hr to 3H-thymidine,
a radioactively
of
labeled
specific precursor
DNA. They were then fixed and sectioned, and
were made. The black spots
of silver grains over nuclei that
underwent DNA
synthesis during the 12-hr
nuclei mark the cells with short
period. Labeled
cell-cycle times that are the actively dividing
autoradiographs
are dense areas

of the apex. A. The median
cells, or meristems,
section shows labeled cells of the
longitudinal
or root-cap
distal meristem,
initials (rei), un
labeled

cells of the quiescent

center

(QC), and

labeled cells of the proximal meristem
and its
X 90. B. A transection at the root
derivatives.
8 Mm
cap initial layer. X 80. C. A transection
to the root-cap junction,
proximal
lower part of the QC. X 80.

cutting

the

The

established that theQC is initiated

sometime during the embryogeny of
the primary root and, in the case of
lateral roots, is usually initiated ifnot
well developed by the time the lateral
breaks through the epidermis. The

QC isestablishedthroughtheonsetof
quiescence first in cells at the apex of
the procambial
(Clowes
cylinder
the QC enlarges
1958). Subsequently,
in a proximal direction by the inclu
sion of former meristematic
cells. In
lateral roots ofEichornia
and Pistia,
the QC is initiated after cellular or
of the primordium
is
ganization
completed but well before the lateral
root becomes morphologically
evi
dent. In primary roots, the QC is ab
sent at the stage of organization
reached in a mature seed but is ini
tiated
shortly after germination.
Sometimes
the enlargement of a QC
appears related to an increase in the
diameter of the root apex (Byrne and

Heimsch 1970), although this isnot

the case
always
McLachlan
1974).

(Macleod

and

In species inwhich an individual root
may function for a relatively long
(1962) has shown that
time, Wilcox
state of the
the overall physiological
in terms of
root (usually expressed
rates of elongation) can be correlated
well with the development of a QC. In
a dormant
root?a
root with low
metabolic
activities and relatively
slow growth?the
size of the QC is
reduced. When the root resumes more
rapid rates of growth, the QC enlarges
in the same fashion as itdoes when it
is,by
develops in primary roots?that
the progressive inclusion of cells at
the proximal surface of the QC. In
intact roots, therefore, the first cells
to become quiescent and the last to
lose their quiescence are located at or
immediately proximal to the pole of
the procambial cylinder.
The biconvex lens-shaped population
of cells constituting the quiescent
center is important to the structural
root, in
integrity of the developing
its surfaces determine
part because
and define the sites and shapes of the
meristems?the
distal meristem,
which gives rise to root-cap cells, and
the proximal meristem, which forms

the cells of the root proper. Changing
the size and shape of the QC changes
these meristems and their activities.
to some views, the QC is a
necessity
(e.g. Clowes
1975): given the dynamics of a root of
defined size and shape produced by
patterned cell division, there must be
a center of quiescent
cells for it to
continue to function. Proof of this
position is not easily obtained other
than through the fact that any ac
tively growing root can be shown to
possess a QC. More compelling argu
ments for its positive role come from
in which changing the
experiments
to
leads
changes in root develop
QC
According
structural

ment.

Concern with the existence of the QC
and the nature of its role in root de
velopment has led investigators to
study more intensively the functional
of the meristematic
significance
tissues that border it on both sides?
the distal and proximal meristems. It
is useful to focus on these meristems
and their functions before attempting
to define the role of the quiescent
center which lies between them.
1977 May-June
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The distal meristem:
Root-cap formation

!

root cap ismaintained
by a rela
often
clearly defined
tively small,
of
cells?the
root-cap
population
In the
initials, or distal meristem.
roots of grasses and many other mo
nocots, it is the sole function of a
to
discrete
layer, the calyptrogen,
roots
of
the
In
cells.
root-cap
produce
other species, such as Pisum or Vicia,
a discrete layer of root-cap initials is
less often evident, and cells of the cap
are derived from initials that may at
least for some portion of the ontogeny
of the root initiate other tissues (e.g.
In some species
(Con
epidermis).
volvulus, Avena, and Zea, for exam
ple), the initials for the root cap con
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At present, controversy exists con
cerning the longevity of root-cap cells.
Once initiated from the distal meri
stem, cells of the cap show drastically
extended cycle times; they then un
dergo autolysis and eventually are
sloughed off from the root cap. Phil

lipsandTorrey (1971b) reportedthat

initiation to sloughing off usually took
6-9 days in cultured Convolvulus
roots, depending on the length of the
on
cap. Harkes
(1976), working
sativa, re
seedling roots of Avena
ported that cells were sloughed off
from the columella in 5.5 days. Clowes
and Barlow found that the functional
is no
life of a root-cap cell in Zea
4
Barlow
than
1975).
days (cf.
greater
(unpubl.) reexam
Recently ?arlow
in Zea, using bi
ined the question
nucleate cells produced by caffeine
treatment as markers, and arrived at
a value of 7 days from formation to
sloughing off at the tip of the cap.
Cells formed on the root-cap periph
ery reach the flank of the cap in 3-4
days.
338
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of
representation
Figure 5. This diagrammatic
a median
section of a root tip of
longitudinal
corn shows the important functional regions of
to each
the root apex and their relationship
from experimental
other, based on evidence
of the
activities
studies of the physiological

cells. The cells are outlined on the left half of
the diagram, and tissue layers or zones are in
dicated on the right half, based on the evidence
indicate the di
in the text. Arrows
discussed
of the cells derived
rection of displacement
from the meristems.
1959a.)
(After Clowes

(1966)
Juniper and his co-workers
noted that surgical removal of the
root cap could be achieved cleanly in
favorable species by a cut or tear in
the thin cell walls of the root-cap ini
tials, exposing the distal face of the

involve the re
point must
At present
of
this
layer.
placement
the timing of the events in the refor
is
mation of a new distal meristem
characterized poorly. From our work
on corn we have noted that 12-14 hr
the outermost cell
after decapping,
apex shows a
layer of the decapped

QC. Barlow (1974a) and Feldman

in corn the activa
(1975) described
tion of cells into division in the dis
tal-most portion of the QC, the rapid
reestablishment of new root-cap ini
tials from QC cell derivatives within
24 hr of root-cap removal, and the
reformation of a root cap and a re

storedQC by 48 hr (Fig.6). Such de

struction of the distal meristem

..A w+h.
:,d S
"" :'ye:S"
l2Ff:Si:'L

'

"

stitute the most rapidly dividing

population of cells in the root, with a
total cycle time of 10-15 hr. However,
in the roots of other plants (e.g. Vicia,
Sinapis, Allium) the total cycle time
for the cap initials may equal or ex
ceed that of other populations of cells
within the apex (Clowes 1969), vary
ing from 27 hr in Allium sativum to
44 hr in Vicia faba. It is interesting
that in roots inwhich the cap initials
are the most rapidly cycling popula
tion, they are organized into a distinct
layer clearly delimited from the main
determi
body of the root. Reliable
nation of cycle times in the root-cap
initial layers probably requires tier
by-tier analysis ofmitotic activity.

: ..

"' Lsis

had

littleeffecton thegrowthrateof the

root, only temporarily removed its
geoperception, and had no effect on
the tissue patterns formed from the
proximal meristem.
In primary roots of corn, thematerial
most frequently used in decapping
experiments, the cap is removed by a
tear through the root-cap initial layer.
of the cap, therefore, at
Regeneration

some

tear at the distal-most
point?the
extreme tip of the procambial cylin
der (see Fig. 6). An increase in the
number of transverse divisions in the
QC accounts for the projection of the
cylinder and the conse
procambial
quent split at the tip.Within 16-20 hr
after decapping, a new root-cap initial
layer has differentiated from newly
produced cells at the distal end of the

cylinder. Subsequently
procambial
the newly formed initials function in
of distinct files of
the production
for the
root-cap cells, accounting
highly organized arrangement of cells
in the central, or columella, region of
the cap.
In roots of corn the reformation of a

The proximal meristem

new root-cap initial layer is accom
panied by a general loss of organiza
tion in the apex. The typically dis
tinctive layers of cells demarcating
the limits of the various tissues (e.g.
the procambial cylinder and the cor
tex) are obscured and do not again
become clearly evident until some
36-40 hr after decapping. After about
in
96 hr, a new root cap, comparable
size to the original, has reformed. The
its normal, highly
apex reassumes
organized nature, and internally as
well as externally no evidence can be'
found of the decapping procedure.

It seems clear that the proximal
meristem, by cell division, gives rise
to all the cells and tissues of the root
proximal to the QC. Understanding
its structure and activity is essential
to comprehending root development.
Yet only recently has the site of this
meristem been fully recognized, and
little is known of how it functions.
The frustrations of defining precisely
the limits of the proximal meristem
are evident
in recent anatomical
studies. For example, Byrne and

Heimsch (1968) soughtto define the

Only the distal half of theQC is in

"initials of the central cylinder and
cortex" by counting mitotic figures in
roots. In their study of
sectioned
Linum roots, they say (p. 1015): "Al
though 232 roots were Used in this
study, only five initials of the central
cylinder and cortex were observed
with mitotic
figures. Furthermore,
fewer mitoses were noted in the re
cent derivatives of these initials than
in those cells more distant from the
apex." These authors were, in fact,

volved in this regeneration (judging
and
from Feldman's
1975 data),
structures
distal
involve
only
changes
of the root?that
is, the root cap and

the distal portion of the QC itself.

do
due to decapping
Perturbations
elicit changes in hormone levels in the
root apex (Feldman 1975), presum
ably associated with the changes in

duced in cell division in theQC and

the temporary loss of the rapidly di
viding distal meristem, but their sig
in root development
is
nificance
minor and difficult to interpret. Be
cause the root cap probably serves
numerous functions, including pro
its rapid
tection and geoperception,
is of importance to the
replacement
continued functioning of the root.
root cap offers protection by
renewed
providing a continuously
of differentiated
cells
population
whose specialized mucopolysaccha
ride production forms a mucus-coat
ed, sloughing, cellular lubricant that
facilitates penetration
through the

The

seekingmitotic activity in the QC
rather

sections of de
longitudinal
Figure 6. Median
root cap was re
corn roots. A. The
capped
moved
surgically at the root-cap junction and
then fixed and sectioned. B. A seedling root was
as inA and then allowed to regener
decapped
ate for 36 hr. Note the beginning formation of
root like that in
a new root cap. C. A decapped
to regenerate a new cap. The
A was allowed
root was provided
during the
3H-thymidine
and then
period from 12-24 hr after decapping
was fixed at 96 hr. The cells in the position of
into DNA
the former QC were stimulated
synthesis and division to form part of the root
cap, and a new QC has formed. All X 160.

soil (JuniperandRoberts 1965).The

root cap serves a second important
function as the site of geoperception.
Cells of the central core of the cap, the
columella, produce large starch grains
or statoliths, whose displacement
in
stimuli
the cells triggers chemical
leading to asymmetrical elongation of
root cells formed by the proximal
meristem.
The
physical-chemical
mechanism of the gravity response in
roots, which causes their downward
growth into the soil, is complex and
still not fully understood
(cf. the re
cent review by Juniper 1976). Barlow
in de
(1974b) clearly demonstrated
that starch
experiments
capping
grains in the root cap are the sensors
of the gravity stimulus; decapping
roots of corn removed their geoper
ception, but itwas restored as soon as
the root-cap cells that contain starch

than

the more

proximal

tissues.

grains were
cells produce
bition of cell
onstrated by

regenerated. Root-cap
a chemical whose inhi
elongation can be dem
asymmetrical removal of

the root cap (Gibbons and Wilkins
1970;Shaw andWilkins 1973) or by

direct extraction and assay (cf.Audus
1975). Abscisic acid has been impli
cated as the hormonal substance with
inhibitory activity; its role in geotro
pic curvature remains to be proved,
and its relation to indoleacetic acid or
other auxin-type hormones generally
associated with root-elongation con
In any
trol remains to be explained.
mer
distal
the
root
and
the
case,
cap
it have taken
istem which produces
in under
on a new
importance
standing how the root develops.

The site of the proximal meristem
was suggested as early as 1945 by the
of
data
quantitative
analytical
in relation to
Goodwin
and Stepka
inwhich
growth of roots of Phleum,
the
maximum
ele
that
showed
they
mental rate of cell division was about
300-400
from the root-cap junc
tion. More recently, in attempting to
define what we have called the prox
in Zea mays, Clowes
imal meristem
states that "the proximal
(1976)
margin at which a rate ofmitosis can
occurs at 1,200
still be measured
from the cap boundary." His data (cf.

his Fig. 3) showthatdivisionsper day

are at their maximum approximately
200-600 Mm from the root-cap junc
tion, which may be a way of stating
limits of the proximal
approximate
meristem. Unlike the distal meristem,
which is a rather precisely limited
layer, the proximal meristem is com
posed of a relatively wide band of cells
arranged in arcs on the proximal face
of the QC, averaging perhaps eight or
more cell layers and varying in depth
during changing activities of the root
meristem. Even within this loosely
defined proximal meristem we might
expect to find gradients of activity
that would change with time arid
conditions.
1977 May-June
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Ail experimental approach to under
standing the proximal meristem is to
change the cell-division activity of the
is,
proximal portion of the QC?that
to induce mitotic
activity in this
is re
quiescent
region. As the QC
duced in volume, the proximal sur
face is reduced and the proximal
meristem becomes smaller in diame
converse also holds: the
ter. The
larger the QC, the larger the diameter
of the hemisphere forming the prox
imal meristem, within limits set by
the diameter of the procambial
cyl
inder. It is known that the QC
changes during ontogeny and devel
these
opment of the root. Examining
clues
the
to
may
changes
provide
functional change in the proximal

the importance of the QC

as a reser

voirof cellswithnuclei held at the2c

level of DNA which can regenerate a
new root after injury. No anatomical
analyses of roots after such irradia
tion damage were reported.

of roots to low tempera
Exposure
tures may likewise damage growing
tips or, if sustained, lead to a dormant
state in the root apex (Clowes and
Stewart
of corn
1967). Exposure
seedlings to 5?C drastically reduced
root elongation (from 11 mm/day to
zero) and mitotic rates (from 11.6%

down to 0.5% by the 4th cUy).Upon

return pf the roots to favorable tem
peratures, meristem
reorganization
was observed, including the activa
tion of the cells of the QC. Low-tem
perature treatment caused mitotic
aberrations
(presumably to cells of
the proximal meristem that had been
dis
active), meristem
mitotically
ruption, and scattered cell death.

meristem.

The most drastic change in the QC
follows X-irradiation
of seedlings.
Clo\yes (1959b) early reported a re
markable
change in cell-division ac
in
root apex of corn caused
the
tivity
In these studies
by X-irradiation.
X-ray doses (e.g. 120r/min for 3 min)
given to growing seedling roots se
verely damaged the mitotically active
populations of cells in the root tip. QC
cells proved to be less sensitive to the
irradiation doses and survived, be
coming activated into division after
irradiation, reestablishing new mer
istems, both proximal and distal, and
an organized, functioning
restoring
root apex. In this regeneration, the
to be involved
entire QC appeared
least cells
(Clowes and Hall 1962)?at
on both the distal and proximal faces
wer? activated into division to restore
the proximal and distal meristems.
Clowes has consistently emphasized

Recovery by QC activation in this

case is inmany ways comparable
to
that following X-irradiation.
In na
dor
ture, low temperature-induced
mancy inwhich the organization of an
active meristem disappears
(Wilcox
involves a compa
1962) presumably
rable return to normal development
by activation of the QC cells, which
then restore the proximal and distal
meristems.

cause of changed meristem
activity and organization is a reduced
to the root
supply of carbohydrate
apex. The root is heterotrophic, nor
mally receiving sugar from the pho
tosynthetic shoot via the phloem.
Restriction
of the sugar supply di
Another

rect?y influences root elongation rates

(Richardson1953) and theactivityof

the apex. Van't Hof (1966) used sugar
starvation as an experimental device
to arrest all cell division in cultured
pea root apices. Restoration of a sugar
source led to the rapid onset of rather
highly synchronous mitoses in popu
lations of cells in the root tips (Web
ster and Van't Hof 1969). Webster
and Langenauer
(1973) showed that
such recovery involved activation of

cells in the QC of the previously

roots. Using the starvation
Feldman
and Torrey
technique,
that excised
(1975) demonstrated
roots of corn exposed to markedly
reduced
levels
in culture
sugar
nor
but
recovered
stopped growing
mal growth rates when sugar was re
stored. Such roots showed QC acti
a progressive decrease in
vation?i.e.
the size of the QC, followed by a res
toration in size as the root resumed its
normal development.
starved

Formation of tissue
patterns
Using the technique of short-term
of sucrose, followed by
withdrawal
and Torrey
restoration, Feldman

(1975) explored the effectof the se

quential change in QC size and ac
tivity on the pattern of tissue forma
tion in excised cultured corn roots.
iThey showed a striking correlation

between the size of theQC and the1

complexity of the primary vascular
tissue pattern (Fig. 7). In roots with
of reduced size, the vascular
QC's
patterns were simplest; in roots with
relatively larger QC's, more complex
vascular
tissue patterns were ob
served.
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Variations
seedling root systems presumably are
is a parallel
be
line) in excised corn roots grown in nutrient
Figure 7. There
relationship
related to changes inQC size and ac
tween height of the QC (colored line) and
cultures containing different concentrations
of
sucrose. (From Feldman
number of files of metaxylem
formed (black
1975 diss.)
tivity, which are in turn under hor
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ABC
transections of three lateral
Figure 8. Hand-cut
roots of a pea seedling illustrate different ma
ture primary
vascular
tissue
A.
patterns.

monal
8).

and nutritional

control

(Fig.

In his experiments with % mm-de
capitated pea roots grown in nutrient
culture, Torrey (1957) reported that
regeneration of a new apex took place
in about three days, restoring the
normal root structure and typically
producing roots with the triarch vas
cular pattern of the seedling pea root.
By increasing the concentration of the
auxin indoleacetic
acid (IAA), the
naturally occurring growth hormone
in peas, provided
in the medium
during tip regeneration, Torrey found
that the newly regenerated root was
hexarch. Reducing
the auxin con
centration
led to reduction
in the
pattern to pentarch or tetrarch. He
was able to demonstrate a correlation
between the diameter of the central
cylinder at the level at which the pri
mary vascular tissue pattern is de
termined and the complexity of the
mature pattern of xylem and phloem
that developed. From these experi
ments it was concluded
that auxin

Triarch

(compare with the pattern seen in the
immature tissue of the apex
in Fig. 3B). B.
Tetrarch. C. Pentarch. The primary root of the

seedling root, both these substances
move from the base of the root into
the tip (cf. Torrey 1976 for a discus
sion of polar auxin movement
in the
root). Even so, the apex retains con
trol of pattern
formation, which

seems to reside in the QC and its

bordering meristematic

tissues.

What is theQC?
Having explored the nature and ac
tivities of the distal and proximal
meristems of the root apex, let us re
turn to the question, What
is the
center
and
does
it
exist
quiescent
why
in growing roots? As has been pointed
out by Clowes
(1975), a large, well

a mature but dynamic state related to

S

.

There are, then, two known chemical
controls of pattern formation and
presumably of QC size and shape?
the available level of sugar to the apex
and the available level of auxin. In the

has a triarch pattern.

All X

the earlier ontogeny of the apex.
a root apex is initiated, be
When
comes active after dormancy, or is
the population
of
regenerated,
cells
increases more or less
quiescent
radially outward from a central point
just proximal to the root-cap junction.
The outermost cells in the steady
state QC of a growing root show
shorter cycle times than the cells
within the center. The central-most
cells show the longest cycle times and
incorporate DNA precursors last in a
1971a). Thus there is a physiological
in the QC.
gradient of quiescence
That this is a dynamic state main
tained by the biochemical
activities
and physiology of all the cells is evi
dent from the fact that it is easily

, , .

.yap

~ "

~A6
ii

was involvedinthephysiologyofthe

growing root apex, influencing the
dimensions of the procambial
cylin
der at the pattern-forming site, pre
sumably by affecting the number of
radial rows of cells at this level. In th?
terms used in this discussion, auxin
would be interpreted as influencing
the diameter of the proximal meri
stem and presumably, although ithas
not been tested, the shape and di
mensions of the QC.

typically

timedsequence (PhillipsandTorrey

definedQC ina growingrootreflects

+j"'*

seedling
150.

-;.
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for
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B
section of
Figure 9. A. A median
longitudinal
the root apex of the fernMarsilea
shows the
tetrahedral
apical cell (ac), root cap (rc), and

:.

.A transection
tissues.
of a young
proximal
lateral root of the fern Ceratopteris
is cut
through the tetrahedral apical cell. X 500.
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disrupted by surgical or irradiation
damage to the apex, cold treatment,
and the like. Thus the presence of a
QC is the expression of a steady state
in a dynamic equilibrium
derived
from an ontogenetic sequence.

pression of the multiple activities of
the cellular components, resulting in
the physiological homeostasis which
produces the genetic characteristics
of that root. Drastic alterations in this
balanced state will effect a change in
activities and, in turn, in structure,
? new balance
until
has been
achieved. The new state is usually

The

question that repeatedly arises
is
following these considerations
whether there exists a central cell or
a small group of central cells which
are or were the original initials and
which can serve again in that capacity
if the apex is disorganized by injury.
This argument was made by Brum

initiatedwhen the cells of theQC

10. This
of a decapi
Figure
autoradiograph
tated corn root is similar to that shown in Fig.
6A, but with a further surgical separation of the
QC at the proximal meristem. Note the almost

begin active division.

What, then, are the specialized bio
chemical and physiological properties
lack of nuclear
in the de
complete
labeling
of cells of the steady-state QC in a
field(1943)beforetheexistenceofthe tached tissue, providing evidence that this root such as Zeal Clowes (1975) re
structure is the isolated QC. Labeled
cells at
and has
QC had been demonstrated
viewed the evidence that makes
it
the proximal edge are derived from the proxi
been discussed byClowes (1954) and mal meristem. X 170. (From Feldman and
appear unlikely that such cells are
others ever since. The question has
1976.)
Torrey
inactive because of lack of oxygen or
been raised again in another form
energy substrates. He proposed that
most recentlybyBarlow (1976) inhis
physical pressures exerted by cells
consideration of the idea of "founder"
apical cell and its immediate deriva
surrounding th? QC might serve to
cells.
tives become quiescent, and cells ra
suppress their activities. Such forces
seem unlikely, since decapping, which
dially outward from this center be
The persuasiveness
of the concept of
come the actively dividing
initials
should release the postulated
pres
the central cell inmonocot and dicot
where cell divisions continue to form sure, releases mitotic
inhibition in
roots derives from the sure knowledge
the rootcap distallyand thebody of only a very local region. There seems
of a central-cell basis for root devel
the root proximal to the apical cell.
littledoubt thatthecellsare inhibited
opment in the ferns, described
in a number of the processes
long Thus, in an established growing fern
that
liter
root with an apical cell, a steady state
ago in the classical anatomical
the immediately adja
characterize
ature. In the root apex of ferns, a large
is achieved in which the QC is com
cent actively dividing meristematic
tetrahedral cell occupies the subter
cells.
posed of a no-longer actively dividing
minal position (Fig. 9), and it is easy
apical initial cell and its immediate
to trace cell lineages forming the root
derivatives. The tetrahedral cell, al
Torrey (1972) suggestedthatcells of
from cells cut off in sequence on three
though no longer actively dividing, is the QC produce the hormones essen
or four of the faces of the apical cell.
the manifestation
of the past ontog
tial to cell division and that these
In such a root, the ultimate
initial
are found there in su
chemicals
eny of the root apex. D'Amato makes
appears to be the apical cell itself. In
the further point that these central
concentrations
and in
praoptimal
a series of recent studies D'Amato
cells of the fern root apex?the
tet
hibit furtherparticipation incell di
and his colleagues (cf.D'Amato
rahedral cell and those immediately
1975)
vision. On the other hand, Webster
have reexamined the structure of fern adjacent to it?have become
and Langenauer
(1973) proposed that
special
root apices, using histology combined
hormones active in suppressing cell
ized, are capable of specialized DNA
with autoradiography
of roots pro
division in the QC may arise in the
synthesis (perhaps undergoing gene
vided tritiated DNA precursors dur
amplification with one or a few genes
mitotically active cells of the proximal
ing different developmental
and distal meristems
stages.
rather than in
reproduced inmany copies), and may
Their observations
and the related
have specialized functions related to
the QC
itself. Attempts
to explore
studies of others on fern apices make
their own quiescence. The analogy to
these hypotheses (e.g. Feldman 1975
a clearer understanding
of root de
root apices
in the angiosperms
is diss.) have not been conclusive. Even
in the ferns possible and
velopment
can be
striking and instructive.
though dramatic
changes
shed light on the probable organiza
in cytokinin concen
demonstrated
tion of themore massive apices of the
In th? angiosperms, inwhich the QC
trations in the apical tissues following
higher vascular plants such as Zea,
represents a large population of sev
perturbation of the organized state of
eral hundred to over a thousand cells,
Pisum, and others.
the apex by manipulations
such as
there is a time early in the ontogeny
decapping, no clear conclusion as to
D'Amato
of the root when the QC
is repre
interpreted the organization
the site of cytokinin formation has
of the root apex in cryptogams with a
sented by only a few cells, perhaps
been reached.
tetrahedral cell in the following way.
even by only one cell. The quiescence
In early ontogeny, a root primordium
(as measured by lack of 3H-thymidine
From Feldman's data (1975, Table 3)
shows divisions of the apical cell,
itwould appear that the distal mer
incorporation, for example) spreads
istem is not a major source of cytoki
forming new cells on all four faces of
radially outward until the multicel
the tetrahedral cell to make up the
lular steady-state QC is formed. At
nin, since destruction of the cap and
basic structure of the root. Later, the
this stage, distal and proximal mer
its initials reduces the cytokinin level
istems are separated
and
apical cell stops dividing, although
spatially,
by only 16%.When thecellsof theQC
DNA
their functions are distinct. The
are most activated following decapi
synthesis continues and the
nucleus of the apical cell may proceed
of this relationship in a
maintenance
tation, at 24 hr, the cytokinin level of
toDNA levels of 4c, 8c, or higher. The
root is the ex
the tip is at its lowest value. There
rapidly elongating
342
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after, as these cells return to the
quiescent state, the cytokinin level of
the steady-state condition is restored.
Such a change might argue that
quiescence is related to high cytokinin
content whatever
its site of origin.
since decapping
However,
destroys
only the distal meristem, this exper
imental approach
is limited. Fur

has in fact already been reported in
the literature on tissue culture (cf.
Street 1973). In such cases, the cell
divides to form a multicellular clump,
which in turn becomes polarized and
forms a root or, in some cases, goes on
to form a bipolar structure?that
is,
an embryo with a root at one end and
a shoot at the other. In terms ofmor
phogenesis we have much to learn about the inherent organization
in
such experimental materials,
and a
large gap remains between these in
vitro systems and the events in the
intact plant. Successful cultivation of
the QC from corn is a step toward

thermore,
surgical manipulation
probably so disrupts normal physio
logical states as to prohibit useful
interpretation. The problem is fur
ther compounded
by the fact that
root apices are known to be rich in
several different hormones, including
auxins, gibberellins, cytokinins, and
abscisic acid, all in quantities
very
difficult to assess by chemical means
(for a discussion of root hormones, see
is
1976). New
Torrey
technology
if the roles of these
clearly needed
hormones in the root apex are to be
sorted out.
Finally, the questions can be asked:
How autonomous
is the apex in the
control of root organization
and
growth and to what degree does such

autonomydepend on theQC? These

questions can be answered at several
levels. ?s early as the late 1930s, P. R.
White and others (cf. review by Street

1966) found that excised root tips a

few millimeters
in length grow in
culture if provided with the appro
priate inorganic salts, sucrose, and
growth factors. In the intact plant
organic materials such as sucrose and
vitamins such as thiamin are provid
ed to the root apex from the shoot via
the phloem. In the 1950s, experiments
with %-mm cultured apices showed
that the root apical meristem controls
vascular
formation
tissue-pattern

(Reinhard 1954;Torrey 1955).

Recently, isolated QC's.of corn growri
in sterile nutrient culture were found
to be able to formwhole roots directly
without intermediate callus forma

tion (FeldmanandTorrey 1976).This

the inherent
finding demonstrates
organized capacity of the QC for root
development. In the isolation process,
both the proximal
and the distal
meristems were destroyed, and only

the lens-shapeddisc of theQC itself

was cultured (Fig. 10). Although ex
tensive tests of the nutrient require
ments of these tiny structures were
not made, sufficient variations of the
medium were tested to make it pos

sible to say that theQC's required,in

to the expected
salts, sucrose, and vitamins

addition

inorganic
including

bridgingthisgap.

A striking and informative compari
son can be made
between experi
ments on isolated QC's of corn roots
grown in culture and similar experi
ments with isolated shoot apices of
dicotyledonous

plants

reported

by

Smith andMurashige (1970).These

?
section of
Figure 11. A. A median
longitudinal
the isolated apical dome excised from the shoot
tabacum
after 4
(tobacco)
apex of Nicotiana
days in sterile nutrient culture. X 300. (From
Smith and Murashige
view of a whole mount

1970.) B. Distal-face
of an iso
preparation
corn root
lated QC
excised
from a seedling
placed in sterile nutrient culture. X 190. (From
Feldman
and Torrey
isolated
1976.) These
discs of tissues, one from the shoot apex, the
other from the root apex, are of similar cell size
and cell number and possess unique regenera
tive capacities
related to their sites of origin
from apical meristems.

thiamin, some hormones, which in the
successful cultures included an auxin
and a cytokinin, the sugar alcohol
myoinositol, and a mixture of amino
acids and amides. Careful studies of
the essentiality of these components
should be made, since itmight give
some insight into the question of the
synthetic capacities of the QC cells.

The isolationof theQC by surgical

is probably not possible
manipulation
inmany species. In corn, such isola
tion is a dramatic demonstration
of
the existence of the two meristems,
since the newly formed cells of each
meristem represent the positions of
separation by tearing. Further, such
isolation offers another tool to study
the contribution of these meristems

and theQC to thedevelopmentof the
root.

It shouldbe possible theoreticallyto

isolate a single meristematic
cell,
place it in a suitable culture, and have
it develop into a root. This sequence

authors attempted to culture the ap
ical dome of the shoot apex?i.e.
the
distal-most hemisphere of cells of the
shoot free ofmorphologically
visible
leaf primordia. By careful excision
with a microscalpel,
they removed a
in
dome about 80
hemispherical
with
outermost
the
tunica
height,
layer intact and the lower surface the
cut surface of the meristem (Fig. 11).
When
such an apical dome was cul
tured on an appropriate
nutrient
the proximal
cut surface
medium,
organized a root apical meristem, and
the bipolar structure which developed
could be grown into a whole plant.
The effective medium contained in
organic salts, sucrose, vitamins, my
oinositol, an auxin, a cytokinin, and
the amino acid tyrosine. Apical domes
from shoots of Nicotiana,
Daucus,
and Coleus were cul
Tropaeolum,
tured successfully and developed into
whole plants. Variations
in develop
ment were reported in the different
genera, and detailed histology was
Shoot
pursued only in Nicotiana.
of
N.
domes
in
tabacum
cul
apical
ture showed root meristems by 6-9

days, and the firstleafformedby 12
days.

The shoot apical dome would appear
to be the clear analog to the QC iso
lated and cultured from root tips of
corn. Both structures are autonomous
an inherent organiza
and maintain
tion upon isolation. When provided
appropriate nutrients and hormones,
In
they express their potentialities.
the case of the shoot apex, the inher
1977 May-June
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ent potential is for the development
of a bipolar structure. In the QC only
-.
the inherent potential for root orga
nization is expressed. This expression
possibly could be modified if the ex
ogenous nutrient or hormone gradi
ents were adjusted. The lesson to be
is the
learned from this comparison
basic similarity of the shoot apex and
root apex and the subtlety of the dif
ferences between them. Further, one
can argue strongly that to understand
either one better is likely to increase
our understanding of apical organi
zation in plants in general.
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